Zn recent years the guidance programs in our public schools have grown considerably. Much of tJiis growth came about because educators, the public, and the increased di versity of our school population brought about by cultural and technological changes have realized the value of guidance to our youth and ultimately to the community and the nation.
Because of the increasing number of students in our public school systems and the increasing emphasis upon rediscovering tslented students in the mathematical and scientific fields, studies predicting academic achievement at the secondary school level would greatly aid high school counselors in the academic counseling of their students. Industry, higher edu* cation, and the defense departments have found that evalua* tion measures improve the accuracy of their prediction.
Therefore prediction of academic success is nee<ted daring high school years.
Few research studies concerning the prediction of achieve ment for male stiulents have been conducted on the secondary Prediction in the broadest sense of the word is the primary goal of scientific investigation whether in astronomy, chemistry, psychology, medi cine, or education. The scientist studies phenomena as found in nature or as manipulated in the lab oratory so that he nay more adequately predict the reactions or the future state of the material or organism in which he is interested* He studies the effect of various treatment or selection procedures on substances or organisms so that he can predict the effect of his manipulations on similar organ* isms and thus to a greater extent control his en* vironment and mold it to mau*s purposes* Pros this study Long determined thst the best overfall pre dictor of success for boys and girls was Jtmior high nathe* Mtics grade averages. Junior high social studies grsde sv* ersge ccmtributed significsntly for boys but not for girls.
Junior high school science grade average had practically no value except in forcasting success in high school science.
Reading comprehension scores contributed one of the best pre dictors; n^ereas reading vocabulary scores provided very little toward prediction of high school success. IQ was not as good an overall predictor for boys and girls as was mathematics grade averages or reading comprehension scores.
A study by Killam (4) It was necessary to assumey for purposes of this study, The euhatitution of these values into the original normal equation proved that they were correct.
At this point an Analysis of Regression table ims con* strncted and appeared as followst Since the calculated value of F was greater than the table values, it was considered to be highly significant beyond the 1% level. This neant that a cosibination of all four variables could be used for predictive purposes. Since the calculated value of P was greater than the table values, it wss considered to be highly significant at the 1% level. This meant that the loss of the scholastic aptitude variable from the equations would affect its ability to pre* diet and should not be eliminated.
The multiple coefficient of correlation for the combina tion of three variables was 0»d755»
Because of the foregoing calculations it was concluded that the scholastic aptitude variable could not be dropped, and that achievement in high school must be predicted from the combination of all four variables. The counselor should find this study useful in the pre diction of success in high school. Hven GH>re important would be the use the counselor could eakc of this study in helping the slow learners and those of low scholastic ability to achicve a degree of succesa in high school. This would help to lower the number of drop*out students. 
